
 

 

 

 

 

 

Critical Point Ahead! 

 

S&P 500 

The above S&P 500 chart shows that the current Landscheit Cycle began on May 5th. It will run either 66 days or 56 

days depending on what harmonic decides to manifest itself.  

The lower pane of the above chart shows the Hurst cycles that I have determined using the built-in function in the 

Optuma program. The current rally (is it a bear market rally?) started at May 24 which was a Hurst 51 day repetitive 

cyclic interval (curiously enough the day before this interval saw an intra-day reversal that caught people’s attention).  

I am focused on the two intervals that will manifest on June 2 ( a 252 day and a 27 day interval). There is then a 78 

day cyclic interval that will manifest at June 8-9. What happens at these Hurst intervals will tell the tale for the near 

term market trend.  

Adding to the situation is the New Moon event that will come on May 30 with Sun at 9 Gemini. Mars will pass 

through 0 degrees of declination at the same time as the New Moon is occurring. June 2 will mark the end of the 

current Mercury retrograde event. June 2 will also mark Moon passing that always critical 14 of Cancer point.  

So – plenty of cosmic activity as well as Hurst cycle activity. 



 

 

   

Nasdaq 

The above chart shows price activity on Nasdaq. There is a 78 day dominant Hurst cycle that currently is visible on 

Nasdaq. Curiously enough, if one goes back to late December, 2021 the peak  on Nasdaq came at a 78 day Hurst 

interval. An interim low apperared in mid-March at a 78 day interval. Now, we have a 78 day interval that will 

appear on June 2. Plus we will have a New Moon, Mars at zero declination, Mercury retrograde ending. This all 

causes me to wonder if the current bit of market strength is just a bear market bounce that will give way again on 

June 2.  

This is a critical time… 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Bradley Model 

It has been a while since I have updated you on the Bradley Model. For recent subscribers, the Bradley Model was 

developed in 1946 by a financial astrologer who identified himself as Donald Bradley (his real name was Garth 

Allan). The model is based on a very lengthy formula that considers the separation on each day of the various pairs 

of planets. Plus the model includes a day by day average of the declination of Mars and Venus. The plot that you see 

on this page illustrates that we are now in some sort of a sideways pattern of ups and downs. I have marked on this 

plot some of the dates that align to these inflection points. At the bottom of the page is an S&P 500 chart with 

these Bradley dates overlaid.  

Now that the Fed is out of the way with its liquidity injections, astrology is once again working and the 

Bradley Model is also functioning.  

 

 

S&P 500 



ASX 200 

The following chart shows the ASX 200 with Hurst cycles. There are 3 Hurst intervals (313,95, and 55 day) that are 

currently manifesting. Watch closely with the New Moon arriving and Mercury retrograde ending.  

 

 

 

Gold 

 

As discussed in the 2022 Almanac, there are two key historical dates that affect Gold, namely the September 1919 

date when the London Gold fix came into being and the December 1974 date when Gold futures started trading in 

New York.  

In the Almanac I talk about Venus transiting passing points in the 1919 horoscope. We have just finished seeing 

Venus transit past the 1919 natal Moon location (18 Aries). The May 16th low on Gold prices aligns spot-on to this 



exact aspect. The month of August will see Venus transit past 3 planetary locations in the 1919 horoscope. Watch 

for significant Gold price action in August. Hopefully this action manifests as higher prices.  

As for the 1974 natal horoscope, in late July, Venus will pass the 1974 natal Saturn point. In mid-August, Venus will 

pass the 1974 natal Moon location. This is further evidence that as we head into August, there will be volatility on 

Gold prices.  

Meantime, there is a fairly decent correlation between Gold price and both Moon and Mars being at 0 degrees 

declination. This correlation arises because in 1919 at the time of the Gold fix creation, Moon and Mars were near 0 

declination.  

There is a 0 declination event coming on June 2. Add this event to the foregoing discussion about Hurst 

cycles and S&P and Nasdaq. This is a critical time…. 

As for actual price action, I see solid support for Gold at the 4th harmonics of Jupiter, Neptune, and Pluto Quantum 

Lines in or near $1760 to $1793 per ounce.  

 

Oil 

Inventory levels of diesel fuel and refined gasoline remain lower than 12 month-ago levels. Mentime in a failed 

effort to lower gas prices at the pump, oil was taken from the Strategic Reserve. Current inventory in the reserve is 

532 million barrels versus 632 million barrels 12 months ago. Clearly, Mr. Biden was serious when he said the 

reserve would be tapped in an aggressive way. To add to the situation, pressure from large portfolio investors for oil 

companies to be better stewards of the environment has reduced the amount of drilling that is going on. Here in 

Canada, most Oil companies are drilling to maintain production levels. They are not drilling to ramp up output.  

Bottom line – the world is now sitting with about 2% surplus Oil in the system. Prices are going to remain robust. 

The pain you feel at the petrol station will only get worse.  

The current bit of strength in oil price was triggered by a Hurst 222 day cyclic interval. There are no more cyclical 

points visible until July.  

 



As discussed in the 2022 Almanac, the 1983 natal horoscope of Oil futures has a peculiar rectangle shape embedded 

in it. As transiting Sun or Mars touches these corner points, there can often be a price response. The above chart 

shows the response in April as Sun passed the 1983 Mars rectangle point. Mercury retrograde also can spur price 

responses. The above chart shows that the current Mercury retrograde event has stimulated price. Watch for an Oil 

price reaction as Mercury retrograde ends.  

After Mercury retrograde ends, focus on the time around June 7 when Sun will pass the 1983 Node point of the 

rectangle. Look for a price response on Oil futures.  

Lastly, in 1983 when Oil started trading in New York, Moon was withing 5 degrees of being at 0 declination. On the 

above chart, the lower pane depicts Moon declination. Note how there are price reactions as Moon gets very near to 

0 declination.  
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